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e e The dictionary respells the words idle and              
idol this way īd´  l    ī´d   l 

Both words have the sound of    l, but the 
sound is not spelled the same way. 

pimple    nickel    numerical    idle    idol     mammal   
fertile     handle     rehearsal     hustle     signal     

kennel   gorilla   horizontal   icicle   medal   metal   
huddle     fragile      initial          fossil 

The symbol     is a schwa. It is used to spell an              
unaccented vowel sound. The unaccented vowel 

sound appears in each word in the box.                         
How many ways is it spelled? 

__________ __________ __________ __________  
____________  ___________ 

Some of the words from the box above have         
double consonants. Match a word to the double 

consonants below. 

dd 
nn 

_____________
_____________ 

_____________
_____________ 

mm 
ll 



Write a definition for each word below and use the 
word in a sentence. 

idle______________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________ 
idol______________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________ 

pimple    nickel    numerical    idle    idol     mammal   
fertile     handle     rehearsal     hustle     signal     

kennel   gorilla   horizontal   icicle   medal   metal   
huddle     fragile      initial          fossil 

Use the words below to make words from the box 
above. 

sign 
met 
rag 
ill 

hear 
hand 
nick 
horizon 

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 

_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 



 Match a word to the double consonants below. 

dd 
nn 

huddle 
kennel 

mammal 
gorilla 

mm 
ll 

Use the words below to make words from the box 
above. 

sign 
met 
rag 
ill 

hear 
hand 
nick 
horizon 

signal 
metal 
fragile 
gorilla 

rehearsal 
handle 
nickel 
horizontal 



Use a word from the box  in each blank. Make sure 
that you use the right word.                                    
You might add an ending. 

1.The Olympic_________was made  

    of gold__________. 

2. ____________,apes and you are called__________. 

3.Clues to our past can be found  

    in ancient____________. 

4.Winter´s ____________melt in the sun's 

 eye.  

5.Eggs are extremely______________ and 

 can be broken quite easily.  

 

pimple    nickel    numerical    idle    idol     mammal   
fertile     handle     rehearsal     hustle     signal     

kennel   gorilla   horizontal   icicle   medal   metal   
huddle     fragile      initial          fossil 



Use a word from the box in each blank.                       
Make sure that you use the right word.                           

You might add an ending. 

pimple    nickel    numerical    idle    idol     mammal   
fertile     handle     rehearsal     hustle     signal     

kennel   gorilla   horizontal   icicle   medal   metal   
huddle     fragile      initial          fossil 

1 ._____________time for our new play allows  

   little time for ___________chatter. 

2. The tribe____________around the golden 

    statue that they used as their _____________. 

3.  The_____________soil was a rich, brown color. 

4.  Our___________meeting with Miss  Brown was a         

    disaster. 



1. Medal metal 
2. Gorillas mammals 
3. fossils 
4. icicles  
5. fragile 

1. Rehearsal idle 
2. huddled idol 
3. fertile 
4. initial 


